Die menschliche Person (The Human Personality). Hans Binder. Bern and Stuttgart, Hans Huber, 1964. pp. 249 . Professor Hans Binder is well known through his studies on neuroses, alcoholism, schizophrenia, his follow-up studies on women who underwent sterilization or interruption of pregnancy, his book on unwed mothers; he also introduced into the Rorschach test the concept of the chiaroscuro and its interpretation. Binder's book on human personality is a sum of his extensive psychiatric experience, and is intended as an Introduction in Medical Anthropology (this term being given its German meaning of a 'knowledge of man').
The word 'person', Binder says, originally meant a mask (a meaning it has kept in lung's persona), but it gradually acquired the sense of the most essential, genuine element in man's nature. Binder endeavours to clarify the multiple meanings the word has taken on, according to the authors and the theories but his concern is not so much to refute or condone as to incorporate. these various concepts into a large framework, resulting in a synthetic notion of human personality. Each theory has seized one particular facet of human personality and Binder reviews them with a view to synthesizing them. Chapter I is devoted to the organicist concept, the theories of Philosophy of Life (notably Driesch), William Stern's 'personalism' and so on. In Chapter II (on the psychic concepts) Binder analyzes the differences between plant, animal and man. In Chapter III he discusses the 'vital' concept, i.e. the meaning of the 'vital basic emotions' and their relationship with instincts and their meaning for the development of the infant. The 'instinctual personality' (triebbaite Person) is the realm in which instincts and drives develop out of the 'vital personality'; this fourth Chapter contains a criticism of Freud's theories.
The extensive Chapter V on the 'spiritual personality' (geistige Person) contains a thorough discussion of Nicolai Hartmann and of Frankl's views. In Chapter VI (the religious concept), the ideas of Triib and Daim are critically reviewed. Chapter VII on the sociological concept contains a short survey of lung's concept of the persona and of the theories of Horney, Fromm, and Sullivan. English-speaking psychiatrists will perhaps find this chapter rather short and will miss a confrontation of views with 'cultural anthropology'. The extensive Chapter VIII on synthetic concepts of personality discusses amon~.o~hers lung's notions of the self and individuation. (We regret that Janet's synthetic views on personality have not been discussed here rather than in Chapter IV). Chapter IX on 'anthropological' concepts brings a discussion. of~ei.degger, Binswanger and other existentialists and phenomenologists and their relevance to psychotherapy.
The last but by far not the least interesting chapter is devoted to the disturbances of personality in the light of the analyses and discussions contained in the above-mentioned chapters. Binder rhus examines the phenomena of proiection (notably in one of it~!or~, 'transitivism'), the varieties of mutanon (sympathy, emotional contagion, introi ection), identification, splitting of personality, depersonalization, disintegration, deterioration of personality. As an illustration, Binder adds here a few case histories of great interest.
Binder's book does not make for easy reading due to the abundance of material, the richness of thought and the condensed style, but for those who overcome these difficulties it is a most rewarding 'and thought-provoking work.
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